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BIOVIVA THE GAME
Our first game, a classic that has sold 200,000 copies, 
reimagined for the brand’s 20th anniversary!  
An unforgettable family game that mixes unusual 
question-answer pairs about nature and new  
fun challenges…

Dimensions : 325 x 245 x 80 mm

8+    2 to 6 players   30 mn

BIOVIVA JUNIOR
3 challenges, all in images, inspired by the original 
Bioviva game and adapted for ages 5 and up.
Through miming, challenges and location tests, younger 
children will have fun while also learning about the 
animals that live in earth’s many iconic regions!

Dimensions : 150 x 173 x 75 mm

5+    2 to 6 players   30 mn

Discover the planet  

and its innumerable riches while having fun.  

It’s possible with this Bioviva game.

Guaranteed good times and laughs

Bioviva Editions has created, developed and 
marketed educational games based on Nature 
and child development since 1996.

As an underlying principle, we ensure that  
our games provide awareness of the respect  
of Self, the Other and the Planet. 

We also meet the challenge of a production  
that is 100% made in France and an eco-design 
that reduces our environmental impact.
This year, we are celebrating the 10th anniversary 
of Nature Challenge, our collection for children 
that has become a must! See page 15  
for more information. 

And because we always want to go one step 
further, we have created the “Bioviva For Life!” 
Foundation, whose first action is the distribution 
of a million games to refugee children around  
the world.

An increasing number of you have endorsed 
our approach – we thank you for your 
encouragement!

CONTENTS
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FARMY’UP
Roll the dice in the 3D farm. Chicken? Cow? Fruit?  
Great moments of fun to see who will be the first  
to grab the right wooden disk. 
With Farmy’up, a game of speed and deduction,  
children learn about life on the farm, from the hen  
house to the vegetable garden. 

Dimensions : 270 x 270 x 60 mm

5+    2 to 4 players   20 mn

ANIWOO!?
In this animal investigation game for 2 to 4 players,  
ask questions to guess your opponents’ secret animals, 
while avoiding the traps of the Expert cards!
3 levels of difficulty that adapt to the age of the child  

to discover 24 surprising animals!

Dimensions : 270 x 270 x 60 mm

CRO-MAGNON
One of the classics from the brand, remodelled  
in a box that’s easy to take anywhere! Rediscover  
your ancestral skills (miming, primordial language, 
modelling and charcoal drawing) to make the other 
players guess words so you can move forward  
in this outlandish adventure.
Only the hominid who evolves to the level  
of homo sapiens can win the game!

Dimensions : 150 x 173 x 75 mm

6+    2 to 4 players   20 mn

8+    3 to 12 players   40 mn
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GYM ANIMO
Moving with animals is much more fun!
In Gym Animo, children can develop their motor skills  
through the game’s challenges, and their fine motor  
skills by moving the wooden towers. The game has  
2 levels of difficulty (3-4 years and 5-6 years) and  
an advice booklet written by psychomotor therapist.

Dimensions : 275 x 210 x 50 mm

4
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PRESCHOOL

Starting at age 3, children become curious  

about the world around them.

With qualitative content, attractive illustrations,  

and activities essential for their development,  

our early-learning games help children become  

immersed very easily in nature.

3+    2 to 4 players   20 mn

FARMITO
Feed animals on the farm, collect what they  
produce, guide them towards their living spaces…  
children learn how a traditional farm works and  
the importance of having wild animals to preserve  
nature’s balance.

Dimensions : 275 x 210 x 50 mm

3+    2 to 4 players   20 mn

TREECOLO
During the game the players must memorise  
and find hidden fruits and vegetables that correspond  
to the different seasons: spring, summer, autumn,  
and winter.
It’s an early-learning game that helps children reinforce  
their abilities relating to observation, memorisation,  
and spatial representation.

Dimensions : 275 x 210 x 50 mm

3+    1 to 4 players   20 mn

THE VEGETABLE GARDEN 
GAME
Taking care of a vegetable garden all through  
the seasons to harvest the finest vegetables is easy  
with the vegetable garden game! In this board game, 
players have to grow their own vegetables and avoid  
the difficulties to become real little gardeners.  
The ideal and fun game for all to discover the secrets  
of a natural vegetable garden.

Dimensions : 270 x 270 x 60 mm

5+    2 to 6 players   30 mn
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COOPERATIVE
Listening to and understanding one another, 

working together to achieve a common goal:  

these are the solid values to share while  

playing games.  

With our cooperative games, respect for others  

becomes child’s play!

4+    2 to 6 players   20 mn

PLAYA PLAYA AND VIVA MONTANYA 2 themes with the same rule!
A great deal of rubbish has been thrown onto the beach and into the snow. There’s only one solution: find the 
animals hidden under the rubbish and put the rubbish in the proper bins before the sea  
level rises or the snow melts!

Dimensions : 245 x 245 x 50 mm

BAAAAA!
The goal of this 3D game is simple: guide the herd  
to the gentle pastures on the mountaintops while avoiding  
the wolf and its traps. It’s the humour, call for teamwork, 
strategy, and moving through space that makes “BAAAAA!” 
a game loved by children and adults alike!

Dimensions : 270 x 270 x 60 mm

5+    1 to 6 players   20 mn

ABRACADABRA LAND
You must quickly memorise the recipe for the 
magic potion and go through the enchanted 
forest to collect all of its ingredients before the 
sun goes down! 

Dimensions : 245 x 245 x 50 mm

4+   2 to 6 players   20 mn
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Available
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Available
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PRODUCT HIGHLIGHT:  
Magic! The ingredients  

glow in the dark!



Taking care of the planet is first  

and foremost about taking care of yourself,  

others, and what’s around you:  

guide your child through daily life and  

the successes and difficulties that come with it.  

This is the aim of these innovative activity sets  

praised by childhood specialists.

8 9

MONTESSORI ASSOCIATIONS
The goal of these activity sets is to put together the ice cream  
cones through associations connected to sight, smell, and touch.  
Children can refine their perceptions through this recognised,  
adapted form of teaching. 

Dimensions : 170 x 170 x 40 mm

HELP MY CHILD TO...
These activity sets offer parents entertaining activities for guiding their child in developing on a  
day-by-day basis. Each box offers 10 simple and innovative exercises whose purpose is to provide 
concrete answers to essential questions like, “My child spends too much time in front of the television 
or on a tablet. What can I do so my child’s screen time is more reasonable?”

Dimensions : 115 x 115 x 45 mm

3+    1 player   20 mn

3 to 10 years    1 to 6 players   20 mn
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 with a booklet of  

MONTESSORI 

ACTIVITIES

Available
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Available
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TO GROW UP

I can smell

I can touch

I can see

Improve their  
concentration

Build  
self-confidence

Overcome
their fears

Fall asleep 
peacefully

Develop their 
creativity

Use screens
properly

Love to read

Eat well



Disneynature strives to tell the most wonderful stories coming straight from nature so that children 
marvel at the world around them, come to love it and want to protect it. Therefore, it’s natural that  
we decided to develop a full line of board games adapted to showcase the beauty of wildlife  
and raise awareness about preserving the environment.

10 11

ANI’ZOOM
In this observation game based on speed, you need  
to be the first to spot the animal that’s being looked  
for on one of boards, which you can arrange any way 
you want. The games can be constantly renewed and 
the game is even more fun with 4 different card types: 
“Animals”, “Babies”, “Zoom”, and “Nocturnal Animals” 
done in phosphorescent ink, visible only through  
a black observation box! 

Dimensions : 230 x 300 x 80 mm

5+   2 to 6 players   30 mn
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LOTO ANIMO 
TRIO PUZZLE 
MEMO TRIO
3 great classic games with amazing pictures 
and an educational booklet.

Dimensions : 170 x 170 x 40 mm

3+   1 to 5 players   15 mn

Available
On request

Available
On request

BLUFF ANIMALS  
CRAZY FAMILIES
FUNNY OCEANS 
The “crazy cheaters” game, the “happy animal 
families” game or the “old maid of the oceans” 
game. Discover these timeless card games with 
a special dice for even more fun.

Dimensions : 105 x 170 x 40 mm

5+   2 to 6 players   20 mn

Available
On request

MAMA BABY
Pair moms with babies. A game full of 
tenderness with its own educational booklet.   
Dimensions : 170 x 170 x 40 mm

LEARNING TO READ
Learn to read the name of animals while having fun! 
Dimensions : 170 x 170 x 40 mm

2+   1 to 5 players   15 mn
4+   1 to 5 players   15 mn

Available
On request

Available
On request



BRAIN TEASERS Association, deduction, reflection… 
3 illustrations or 5 sharp, intelligent hints  

for guessing the right word. Many different themes  

to discover and a practical size and shape  

that you can take anywhere!
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KIDIQUIZ
Slip the card into the cover to discover the 3 beautifully drawn clues one after the other.  
Then turn the card over to check the answer. A simple principle that allows toddlers to develop 
their language and their skills of observation and deduction. 

Dimensions : 110 x 165 x 40 mm

3+    1 to 6 players   15 mn

BRAIN TEASERS GAMES
Five clues to try to identify what is hiding behind your opponents’ cards! But be careful! It also 
requires skill to throw your token on the board to win more cards…

Dimensions : 110 x 165 x 40 mm

7+    2 to 6 players   20 mn

Available
On request

Available
On request
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PRODUCT HIGHLIGHT: 
With a «target» board for even  

more fun!

The human 
body

New 
technologies Jobs

Animal
world

Mysteries of
science

Knights and
castlesOur EarthEnvironnement



Bet on the key features of animals, dinosaurs,  

volcanoes, planets… 
A simple premise turned into a playground craze  

that raises lasting awareness of the beauty of the living  

world among children and adults. With 37 compatible  

references and 2 board games, “Nature Challenge” has become 

an “ecosystem” adapted to all age groups 

 and times in the year. 

14 15

NATURE CHALLENGE JUNIOR
The game rules for “Nature Challenge” are adapted for children  
from 4 years old and up: it has only two features and no text.  
Young children bet on the weight and the number of baby  
animals and the first to collect all the cards wins the game.

Dimensions : 114 x 72 x 20 mm

4+    1 to 6 players   15 mn

Other languages available on request.

Other languages available on request.

CHALLENGING

NATURE CHALLENGE
The player who chooses the most important feature  
wins the cards of the other players. A simple premise turned 
into a playground craze, which brings together, reflection, 
memorisation, and daring and raises awareness  
of the beauty and fragility of the living world.

Dimensions : 114 x 72 x 20 mm

7+   2 to 6 players   20 mn

Available
On request

Available
On request

Available
On request

Our games enable children  

to better understand the astonishing 

biodiversity of our planet.  

Two million copies have been sold 

and they have been translated into 

8 languages. To thank you for your 

loyalty and to celebrate this success 

with children, we have a year full  

of surprises in store for you.

2 MILLIONS copies
sold

ALREADY

world’s trees

Funny animals

amazing monuments



NATURE CHALLENGE
Dimensions : 114 x 72 x 20 mm

16 17

7+    2 to 6 players   20 mn

OFFER A COMPLETE collection to your CUSTOMERS!
Other languages available  
on request.

CHALLENGING

Extreme cold Incredible 
planet earth

Extraordinary 
animals



Play “Nature Challenge” in a different way  

with two board games!

Do you want fast, edgy games of “Nature Challenge 

Chrono” or strategic games for the whole family  

with “Nature Challenge The game”?  

A genuine combination is now available to fans!

18

7+    2 to 6 players   40 mn

7+   2 to 6 players   20 mn

10 STICKERS 
POCKET

To customize 5 cards games 
and play to Nature Challenge 

Chrono with your classical 
Nature Challenge  

cards games!

19

NATURE CHALLENGE THE GAME
With this new board game, children can learn about the incredible  
diversity of animals and try to protect them on 5 continents. Speed, memorisation,  
and strategy are the most important skills for this game, which is full of twists  
and surprises.

Dimensions : 325 x 245 x 80 mm

COMPATIBLE 

with Nature
 Challenge 

cards

COMPATIBLE 

with Nature
 Challenge 

cards

NATURE CHALLENGE CHRONO
Be the quickest to win in the “Chrono” challenge, then challenge  
the other players with new strength, speed and camouflage dice. 
Can you lead your animals to victory and keep up with the pace  
of “Nature Challenge Chrono”?
Product highlight: a new box shape makes it easy to take anywhere.

Dimensions : 150 x 173 x 75 mm

Available
On request

Available
On request

Available
On request

CHALLENGING
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CUSTOMISED

TERRISTORIES 
You play the role of a member of a colony that has just arrived on a new planet.  
You set out to discover this hostile and surprising territory to try establish a sustainable  
settlement. Will you know how to cooperate with the other players to reach your objectives?
A semi-cooperative game of management and negotiation developed in partnership  
with a center for scientific research.

Dimensions : 325 x 245 x 80 mm

12+    2 to 6 players   40 mn

This game originated from a wonderful tale...  
Adapted from a tool used for conflict  

resolution in numerous African countries,  
this semi-cooperative management game adopts  

the 3 axes of sustainable development:  
society, economy and environment.

WANT TO CREATE A GAME  
OF YOUR OWN?

Bioviva Editions offers you the option to create  
your own game, or to personalise a product  

from our range for your awareness  
and communication project!

Available
On request Do 

you have 
a project?

CONTACT
US !
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SOCIAL
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GIANT BAAAAA! GAME
Contents: 1 3D mountain (dimensions 87 x 72 cm)
• 10 wooden sheep (7.5 x 11.5 x 20 cm) • 1 wooden wolf  
   (10 x 14 cm) • 1 wooden sheepherder (12 x 7 cm)  
• 1 wooden cabin (5.3 x 5.8 cm)
• 24 medium-sized cards (20 x 20 cm)
• 2 tiles (27 x 15 cm) • 1 game rule sheet (A3)
• 1 cardboard box containing the game  
   (78 x 93 cm, weight: 8.30 kg)

FREE-STANDING DISPLAY RACK 
TREE DESIGN, made of plain wood (Pediment height 1,640 mm)   
Recto/verso. Choice of arrangement.

Dimensions : 1640 x 938 x 600 mm

COUNTER DISPLAY RACK,  
MADE OF PLAIN WOOD
Composition: 24 “Kidiquiz” or54 “Nature Challenge”

Dimensions : 445 x 550 x 310 mm

www.bioviva.com/en/your- 
professionnal-space  

Accessible with a password,
contact us to receive one!

Visual and video needs
Connect online!

1. “Door” stickers
2. Mini catalogues - 6 cm x 10 cm
3. Product posters - A4 or A3
4. Product leaflet
5. Demonstration video

1

2

5

3

4

PRO SPACE

POS

Now that you have re-discovered  
our games, they may need a little boost  

in your shop for extra visibility.  
Bioviva must  

be seen to be distributed! 

Available
On request

Available
On request

Available
On request

SOME TOOLS TO BRING BIOVIVA  
TO LIFE IN YOUR SHOP

16
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938 cm
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445 cm
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NATURE CHALLENGE DISPLAY
5 x 6 references

Dimensions : 235 x 226 x 328 mm

NATURE CHALLENGE 
JUNIOR DISPLAY
5 x 6 references

Dimensions : 235 x 226 x 328 mm

FREE
FOR ANY 
ORDER

Available
On request

Available
On request

JOIN US !

OFFER 1 MILLION  
GAMES FOR 

REFUGEE CHILDREN
WORLDWIDE.

www.biovivaforlife.com

FOR THE 10TH ANNIVERSARY OF NATURE 
CHALLENGE, CREATE A BUZZ IN  
YOUR SHOP!

#Games4Refugees

F� Life

     ALL THE WORLD’S CHILDREN HAVE 

THE RIGHT TO LEARN AND HAVE 

FUN. AND, THEREFORE LEARN WHILE 

HAVING FUN.

                        Jean-Thierry Winstel
                                  CEO of Bioviva

“
“
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CONTACT: Michaël RAMBEAU - Export sales director - Tel: +33 (0)4 67 60 05 04 - michael@bioviva.com 

Email : bioviva@bioviva.com - www.bioviva.com     
10, rue de la Vieille - 34000 Montpellier - France - Tél. +33 (0)4 67 54 19 42 


